
Testimonials 
 
My greatest appreciation is for the knowledge you shared in the class. As 
usual, I learned so much from you in each class from vision to frame.  This 
was an incredibly clever way to present a lot of information.  I loved 
walking away with a finished project. Genius! Cindy, you are great 
photographer and an awesome teacher. 
 
It’s really amazing how one can forge such great friendships in your 
workshops - you really have the knack for making it all fun, meaningful, 
challenging, and exhausting all at the same time - well conceived and 
perfectly executed. 
 
Delighted to spend the weekend on Block Island with some great 
photographers and instructor extraordinaire, Cindy Horovitz Wilson. 
Learning to see and appreciate my surroundings through a black and white 
lens. Grateful <3 <3  
 
I'm home after an incredible four-day immersion into black and white 
photography with a wonderful group of photographers including the 
talented instructor, Cindy Horovitz Wilson. Joseph Campbell said, "The 
cave you fear you enter holds the treasure you seek." I'm glad I cast aside 
fear and dared to explore the possibilities outside my comfort zone. More 
will be revealed. Sweet dreams 
 
The last day of our workshop was the hardest for me, Cindy Horovitz 
Wilson. For the first hour at these properties, I was entirely "in my head," 
fretting about settings and technical matters. Once I was able to "let go" and 
trust the process, I experienced creative freedom. Thank you for a great 
four days 
 
The workshop was beyond my expectations. I truly enjoyed spending the 
weekend with this group of creative folks sharing my love of Block Island 
and my love of photography. Sign me up for the spring. I’m in. 
 
Thank you for the information and for so clearly demystifying all the basic 
settings and terminology involved in photography! I have wanted to learn 
this for more than a couple decades. For the first time I understand it! Now 
to practice!!! I'm sure I will see you around SCAA.  



Thanks so much for a great class. So much clarified in such an efficient, 
enjoyable and manageable set of meetings. Thanks Cindy and classmates, 
too. 
 


